MSRP : $ 12.95

OUR STORY

THE BEST PROTECTION
FOR YOU, YOUR DEVICE
AND THE PLANET.
ANTIMICROBIAL
ITSKINS protective cases are made with a custom high-performance
antimicrobial polymer. Blending our technology with the latest scientific
advancements help keep your phone microbe and germ-free.
Device Protection
We design ITSKINS cases to offer the slimmest drop protection for
almost any device. We were the first to make Certified Drop Protection affordable
and uncompromising. We offer several options designed to fit your lifestyle.
SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainable cases in sustainable packaging. We control everything that
comes into the ITSKINS ecosystem, so it has allowed us to radically reduce our
environmental impact. We use natural and recycled raw materials and provide the
best conditions we can for our people on the production floor.
OUR FACTORY
Our cases are produced in our own factory. Not many brands can say that.
It’s the biggest piece of gear we own. It makes us streamlined and efficient, and we
wouldn’t be here without it. The control we gain by owning our own factory makes us
agile, reactive and fast.

SHORTER
LEAD TIMES
We make our own production schedule. We’re
first with new launches and can prioriitize you.

BRAND
PARTNERSHIPS
Looking for a specific color or a certain feature?
Chances are we can make it happen.

OUR
FACTORY
WORKS
FOR
YOU.

TOTAL
TRANSPARENCY
We know how long it takes to make producttherefore, we know exactly how and when we
can fulfill your order.

QUALITY
CONTROL
We provide safe, ethical working conditions for
our employees and have passed major audits
and certifications.

OUR
COMMITTMENT
TO
SUSTAINABILITY

RE: CYCLED

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

After 3 years of development, we’re
excited to share our new line of 100%.
recycled phone cases. Instead of discarding
excess materials during manufacturing, we
grind, them down into pellets, which are
then injection-molded into antimicrobial.
shock-absorbent, environmentally friendly
phone cases. Just another step towards our
goal of zero impact and zero waste.

IMPACTHANE built-in microbial defense fights
against many common germs and reduces
microbes by up to 99.99%*

RE: CYCLED

RECYCLE IT,
AGAIN.
THIS PACKAGING IS MADE
FROM 100% RECYCLED FIBERS
100% Recycled. We’re proud to announce that our
packaging is now plastic free, made from recycled
paper materials and printed with non-toxic vegetable
ink.

OUR
PATENTED
PROTECTION
TECHNOLOGIES

IMPACTHANE

ANTIMICROBIAL
ACTIVE 24//7
ITSKINS protective cases are made with our custom
high-performance antimicrobial polymer. We not only
protect your phone from everyday shocks and extreme
impacts, but we also help keep your phone microbe and
germ-free.

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects
from many common germs and reduces
microbes by up to 99.99%*

HEXO TEK

TM

UNIQUE.
SLIM.
HEXO-TEK.
ABSORBS AND DISPERSES
MULTI G-SHOCKS
Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology
is integrated into the interior perimeter of all our drop
protection cases. Dual-layer air pockets disperse and
transfer energy away from your device on impact.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of hex-tube shock dispersal
micro-structure with edge-injected DUPOINT GEL
for industry leading protection.

ITSKINS
OFFERS CASES
WITH 3 LEVELS
OF DROP-SAFE
PROTECTION：

2METER
DROP
SAFE
PROTECTION
HEXOTEK

Dual-layer honeycomb air pockets
disperse and transfer energy away from
your device on impact.

· Drop Safe
· HEXOTEK™ XTRA Air Crowns and Bumper
· 1 x Military Grade Standard 810G Drop tested
· Raised Edges
· NANOGEL Ultra Slim Flex Construction
· Made in Europe ( France )

NANOGEL

NANOGEL // CLEAR
This slim, crystal-clear case lets you show off your phone’s
premium design. Using an ultra-thin version of our signature
HEXOTEK shock absorption technology, NANOGEL // CLEAR
delivers drop protection and antimicrobial defense in a case
that’s barely there.

MSRP : $ 34.95

STAY // CLEAR Custom Anti-Yellowing TPU Polymer
keeps your case looking crystal-clear.
ULTRA SLIM // PROTECTION Minimalist design for
lightweight protection and portability.
DURABLE // FLEXIBILITY Ultra-flexible form that’s
lightweight and easy to install.
FACTORY // MADE IN FRANCE European factory and
headquarters make us agile, reactive and fast.

HEXOTEK

Dual-layer honeycomb air pockets
disperse and transfer energy away from
your device on impact.

NANOGEL
NANOGEL // CLEAR
Flexible yet durable, NANOGEL // CLEAR’s slim,
lightweight design won’t add extra bulk to your phone.
Raised edges shield the screen and camera against
everyday bumps and scratches. A custom anti-yellowing
TPU polymer ensures your case stays clear longer.

MSRP : $ 34.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Dual-layer honeycomb air pockets
disperse and transfer energy away from
your device on impact.

Available For
iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

3METER
ANTI
SHOCK
PROTECTION
HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented hex-tube
shock dispersal micro-structure for
advanced device protection

· Anti Shock Safe
· IMPACTHANE™ Anti Bacterial Polymer
· HEXOTEK™ XTRA Air Crowns and Bumper
· 3 x Military Grade Standard 810G Drop tested
· Premium drop protection – up to 3M/ 10 Feet
· Raised Edges
· Super Slim
· SPECTRUM Flex Construction
· HYBRID Hard Back Construction

SPECTRUM

SPECTRUM // CLEAR
SPECTRUM // CLEAR is Eco-Designed and can be 100%
Recycled. It has been produced with sustainable methods
wherever possible. A custom anti-yellowing polymer ensures
your case stays clear longer.

MSRP : $ 39.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
STAY // CLEAR Custom Anti-Yellowing TPU Polymer
keeps your case looking crystal-clear.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
ULTRA RESPONSIVE // BUTTONS Enhanced buttons with
crisp, tactile reactivity.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense
protects from many common germs and
reduces microbes by up to 99.99%*

SPECTRUM

SPECTRUM // CLEAR

Available For

This slim, crystal-clear case lets you show off your phone’s
premium design. SPECTRUM // CLEAR offers the ultimate
in drop protection and antimicrobial defense for your phone
or device.

MSRP : $ 39.95

MSRP :

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SPECTRUM

SPECTRUM // FROST
This slim, frosted case has a subtle matte tint that lets you
show off your phone’s premium design. Made from 100%
recyclable materials, SPECTRUM // FROST offers the
ultimate in drop protection and antimicrobial defense for your
device.

MSRP : $ 39.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
RUGGED // FROSTED FINISH A slim, frosted case that
lets you show off your phone’s premium design.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
WIPES // CLEAN Looks good as new when wiped with a
damp cloth.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

SPECTRUM

SPECTRUM // FROST

Available For

The slim, lightweight design of SPECTRUM // FROST won't
add extra bulk to your apple remote’s. Raised edges shield
the screen and camera against everyday bumps and
scratches. Our custom highperformance antimicrobial
polymer helps keep your phone microbe and germ-free.

MSRP : $ 39.95

MSRP : $ 39.95

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SPECTRUM

SPECTRUM // SILK
Soft-touch surface and a soft bio-based micro-fiber lined
interior not only feels great but keeps your phone safe.
SPECTRUM // SILK offers premium drop protection to your
device. Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption
technology has been integrated into the interior perimeter
of the case, making it drop safe from up to 3M/ 10 Feet.

MSRP : $ 49.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
DURABLE // SOLID FINISH Slim, dependable case
that’s durable and delivers a clean, classic look.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
SILKY // SOFT TOUCH Soft-Touch surface and a Soft
Microfiber-Lined interior not only feels great but keeps your
phone safe.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

SPECTRUM

Available For

SPECTRUM // SILK
Made from recyclable materials*, the slim, lightweight design
won’t add extra bulk to your phone. Raised edges shield the
screen and camera against everyday bumps and scratches. Our
custom high-performance antimicrobial polymer helps keep your
phone microbe and germ-free. The back of this slim, durable
case is reinforced with an extra shock absorption layer.

MSRP : $ 49.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SPECTRUM
HEXOTEK

SPECTRUM//CLEAR

SPECTRUM//FROST

SPECTRUM//SILK

MSRP : $ 39.95

MSRP : $ 39.95

MSRP : $ 49.95

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

HYBRID // CLEAR
This slim, crystal-clear case lets you show off your phone’s
premium design. With an optical-grade acrylic armor
hardback, HYBRID // CLEAR offers the ultimate in drop
protection and antimicrobial defense for your device.

MSRP : $ 44.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
OPTICAL-GRADE // HARDBACK Dual material
construction with an optical-grade acrylic armor hardback.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
ULTRA RESPONSIVE // BUTTONS Enhanced buttons
with crisp, tactile reactivity.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID
HYBRID // CLEAR

Available For

The slim, lightweight design won’t add extra bulk to your
phone. Raised edges shield the screen and camera against
everyday bumps and scratches. Our custom highperformance antimicrobial polymer helps keep your phone
microbe and germ-free. HYBRID // CLEAR has been EcoDesigned, using recyclable materials* and produced with
sustainable methods wherever possible.

MSRP : $ 44.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // SOLID
We crossed an optical-grade acrylic armor hardback with a
solid, reinforced bumper that offers extra perimeter
protection while showing off the design of your phone. 100%
Recyclable HYBRID // SOLID offers the ultimate in drop
protection and antimicrobial defense to your device. The
back of this slim, durable case is fortified with an extra shock
absorption layer.

MSRP : $ 44.95
GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
OPTICAL-GRADE // HARDBACK An optical-grade
acrylic armor hardback to show off your phone.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
REINFORCED // BUMPER A solid, reinforced HEXOTEK
bumper offers extra perimeter protection.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // SOLID
Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has
been integrated into the interior perimeter of the case, making
it drop safe from up to 3M/ 10 Feet. Made from 100%
recyclable materials, the slim, lightweight design won't add
extra bulk to your phone. Raised edges shield the screen and
camera against everyday bumps and scratches. Our custom
high-performance antimicrobial polymer helps keep your
phone microbe and germ-free.

MSRP : $ 44.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // TEK
The best of both worlds. We crossed an optical-grade, clear
Carbon Texture hardback with a solid, reinforced bumper
that offers extra perimeter protection while showing off the
design of your phone. 100% Recyclable, HYBRID // TEK
offers premium drop protection to your device. Our signature
HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has been
integrated into the interior perimeter of the case, making it
drop safe from up to 3M/ 10 Feet.

MSRP : $ 44.95
GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
TEXTURED // HARD BACK Innovative clear carbontextured polycarbonate back for the ultimate in style
and protection.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
REINFORCED // BUMPER A solid, reinforced HEXOTEK
bumper offers extra perimeter protection.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // TEK
The slim, lightweight design won’t add extra bulk to your
phone. Raised edges shield the screen and camera against
everyday bumps and scratches. Our custom highperformance antimicrobial polymer helps keep your phone
microbe and germ-free.

MSRP : $ 44.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // SPARK
This slim, crystal-clear case lets you show off your phone’s
premium design with a little Sparkle. A custom anti-yellowing
TPU polymer ensures your case stays clear longer.
HYBRID // SPARK offers premium drop protection to your
device.

MSRP : $ 49.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
GLITTERY // HARDBACK Eye-catching rainbow
sheen with a glittery twinkle.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
STAY // CLEAR Custom Anti-Yellowing TPU Polymer keeps
your case looking crystal-clear.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // SPARK
The slim, lightweight design won’t add extra bulk to your phone.
Raised edges shield the screen and camera against everyday
bumps and scratches. Our custom high-performance
antimicrobial polymer helps keep your phone microbe and
germ-free. HYBRID // SPARK has been Eco-Designed,
using recyclable materials and produced with sustainable
methods wherever possible.

MSRP : $ 49.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // SLING
Perfect for walking the dog, hiking or running errands,
HYBRID // SLING is ideal when you want to go hands-free.
The included strap attaches to your phone case through four
available corner loops. Easily adjust the length to sling it
over your shoulder and wear it as a crossbody or around
your neck for quick access to your phone. The modular
design and spring metal swivel snap hooks allow you to
secure your phone however you want.

MSRP : $ 59.95
GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
ADJUSTABLE // STRAP High-grade nylon strap with metal
stoppers and spring metal swivel snap hooks.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.
MODULAR // DESIGN Hook onto any four reinforced,
low-profile corner loops.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // SLING

Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has
been integrated into the interior perimeter of the case, making
it drop safe from up to 3M / 10 Feet. Raised edges shield the
screen and camera against everyday bumps and scratches.
Our custom high-performance antimicrobial polymer helps
keep your phone microbe and germ-free.

MSRP : $ 59.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // CARBON
Carbon Fiber surface offers a polished and refined look.
HYBRID // CARBON offers premium drop protection for
your device. Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption
technology has been integrated into the interior perimeter
of the case, making it drop safe from up to 3M/ 10 Feet.

MSRP : $ 59.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your device and camera lens from flat falls.
CARBON FIBER // TOUGH Premium Aramid Fiber Weave
surface offers a polished and refined look reinforced with an extra
shock absorption layer.
CHARGE // WIRELESSLY Compatible with wireless charging.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // CARBON
The slim, lightweight design won’t add extra bulk to your phone.
Raised edges shield the screen and camera against everyday
bumps and scratches. Our custom high-performance
antimicrobial polymer helps keep your phone microbe and germfree. The back of the case is reinforced with an extra shock
absorption layer for added protection.

MSRP : $ 59.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // BALLISTIC
A bio-sourced Ballistic Nylon weave offers a rugged yet
refined look while the back of the case is reinforced with
an extra shock absorption layer. HYBRID // BALLISTIC
offers premium drop protection for your device. Our
signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has
been integrated into the interior perimeter of the case,
making it drop safe from up to 3M/ 10 Feet.

MSRP : $ 59.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your device and camera lens from flat falls.
BALLISTIC GRADE // FABRIC Ballistic nylon weave offers
a rugged yet refined look reinforced with an extra shock.
absorption layer.
CHARGE // WIRELESSLY Compatible with wireless charging.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // BALLISITC
The slim, lightweight design won’t add extra bulk to your phone.
Raised edges shield the screen and camera against everyday
bumps and scratches. Our custom high-performance
antimicrobial polymer helps keep your phone microbe and germfree.

MSRP : $ 59.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // GLASS
Polished metallic edges provide an elegant and
sophisticated look. HYBRID // GLASS offers
premium drop protection to your device. Our
signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology
has been integrated into the interior perimeter of the
case, making it drop safe from up to 3M/ 10 Feet.

MSRP : $ 59.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your device and camera lens from flat falls.
CHARGE// WIRELESSLY Compatible with wireless charging.
TEMPERED // POLISHED GLASS Polished metallic edges
and a reinforced acrylic glass back for an elegant, sophisticated
look.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // GLASS
The slim, lightweight design won’t add extra bulk to your phone.
Raised edges shield the screen and camera against everyday
bumps and scratches. Our custom high-performance
antimicrobial polymer helps keep your phone microbe and germfree. The back of the case is reinforced with an acrylic glass
back for added protection.

MSRP : $ 59.95

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID

HYBRID // FOLIO
Natural material. Natural texture. A hand-stiched vegan leather
folio for a Luxury Protection experience.-Melded with our
HEXOTEK™ XTRA air pocket technology for military-grade
3 meters / 10 feet Drop Protection.

MSRP : $ 59.95

HAND-CRAFTED// VEGAN LEATHER Artisan
hand-stiched vegan leather for a sophistached,
durable look.
REID // CARD HOLDER Designed to block RFID readers
from scanning your credit card and personal information.
SMART // STAND A built-in stand allows for convenient
hands-free viewing.
TEMPERED // POLISHED GLASS Polished metallic edges
and a reinforced acrylic glass back for an elegant, sophisticated
look.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID

Available For

HYBRID // FOLIO

The new HYBRID // FOLIO
blends handcrafted style and Premium Vegan Leather
Protection.Wraps around to protect the touch-screen
and locks into place with a magnetic latch. Features a
convenient vertical pocket for cash or cards.

MSRP : $ 59.95

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

HYBRID
HYBRID//CLEAR

HYBRID//SOLID

HYBRID//TEK

HYBRID//SPARK

HYBRID//SLING

MSRP : $ 44.95

MSRP : $ 44.95

MSRP : $ 44.95

MSRP : $ 49.95

MSRP : $ 59.95

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID
HYBRID//CARBON

HYBRID//BALLISTIC

HYBRID//GLASS

HYBRID//FOLIO

MSRP : $ 59.95

MSRP : $ 59.95

MSRP : $ 59.95

MSRP : $ 59.95

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

4.5METER
EXTREME
IMPACT
PROTECTION
HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

· Extreme Impact Safe
· IMPACTHANE™ Anti Bacterial Polymer
· HEXOTEK™ PRO Dual Layer Protection
Structure
· 4 x Military Grade Standard 810G Drop tested
· Premium drop protection - up to 4.5M/15 Feet
· Dupont Gel Injection for extreme protection
· Slim
· Supreme Double Layer HEXOTEK construction

SUPREME

SUPREME // CLEAR
A ballistic military-grade hardback is enclosed in a slim,
crystal-clear case that lets you show off your phone’s
premium design. SUPREME // CLEAR offers the ultimate
in extreme drop protection and antimicrobial defense for
your device.

MSRP : $ 59.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
OPTICAL GRADE // TRANSPARENCY A ballistic militarygrade hardback is enclosed in a slim, crystal-clear case.
DUPONT // GEL A Dupont shock-absorbent gel injected bumper
provides extra perimeter protection.
DUAL // SHOCK-ABSORBPTION Dual-layer air pockets
disperse and transfer energy away from your device on impact.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

SUPREME

Available For

SUPREME // CLEAR
SUPREME // CLEAR offers the latest innovations in extreme
drop protection. Featuring 4 layers of protection - including a
Dupont
shock absorbent gel, a ballistic military-grade
hardback and our signature HEXOTEX shock absorption
technology

MSRP : $ 59.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SUPREME

SUPREME // PRISM
A ballistic military-grade hardback is enclosed in a slim,
crystal-clear case that lets you show off your phone’s
premium design. SUPREME // PRISM offers the ultimate
in extreme drop protection and antimicrobial defense for
your device.

MSRP : $ 59.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
OPTICAL GRADE // TRANSPARENCY A ballistic militarygrade hardback is enclosed in a slim, crystal-clear case.
DUPONT // GEL A Dupont shock-absorbent gel injected bumper
provides extra perimeter protection.
DUAL // SHOCK-ABSORBPTION Dual-layer air pockets
disperse and transfer energy away from your device on impact.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

SUPREME

Available For

SUPREME // PRISM
SUPREME // PRISM offers the latest innovations in extreme
drop protection. Featuring 4 layers of protection - including a
Dupont
shock absorbent gel, a ballistic military-grade
hardback and our signature HEXOTEX shock absorption
technology

MSRP : $ 59.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SUPREME

SUPREME // SOLID
4 layers of protection - including a Dupont shock absorbent
gel- enclosed in a slim.rugged case with a micro-texture finish
for improved grip. SUPREME // SOLID offers the ultimate in
extreme drop protection and antimicrobial defense to your
device

MSRP : $ 69.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
RUGGED // SOLID FINISH Slim, dependable case
that’s durable and delivers a clean, classic look.

DUPONT // GEL A Dupont
shock-absorbent gel injected
bumper provides extra perimeter protection.
DUAL // SHOCK-ABSORBPTION Dual-layer air pockets
disperse and transfer energy away from your device on impact.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

SUPREME
SUPREME // SOLID

Available For

Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has
been integrated into the interior perimeter of the case, making it
drop safe from up to 4M/ 15 Feet. The slim, lightweight design
won't add extra bulk to your phone. Raised edges shield the
screen and camera against everyday bumps and scratches. Our
custom high-performance antimicrobial polymer helps keep your
phone microbe and germ-free.

MSRP : $ 69.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SUPREME

SUPREME // FROST
4 layers of protection - including a Dupont shock absorbent
gel - enclosed in a slim, frosted case that lets you show off
your phone’s premium design. SUPREME // FROST offers
the ultimate in extreme drop protection and antimicrobial
defense to your device.

MSRP : $ 69.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
RUGGED // FROSTED FINISH A slim, frosted case that
lets you show off your phone’s premium design.
DUPONT // GEL A Dupont shock-absorbent gel injected bumper
provides extra perimeter protection.
DUAL // SHOCK-ABSORBPTION Dual-layer air pockets
disperse and transfer energy away from your device on impact.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

SUPREME

Available For

SUPREME // FROST
Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has
been integrated into the interior perimeter of the case, making
it drop safe from up to 4M/ 15 Feet. The slim, lightweight
design won’t add extra bulk to your phone. Raised edges
shield the screen and camera against everyday bumps and
scratches. Our custom high-performance antimicrobial polymer
helps keep your phone microbe and germ-free.

MSRP : $ 69.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SUPREME

SUPREME // MAGCLEAR
Keep your phone protected while enjoying the benefits of
Apple’s new MagSafe charging. With built-in magnets that
align perfectly with iPhone 12, this case allows for easy
wireless charging, every time.

MSRP : $ 69.95

MAGSAFE // COMPATIBLE Built-in magnets for
easy alignment and charging.
TEXTURED // SIDES Details on the sides
make it easy to grip.
EXTENSIVE // COMPATIBILITY
Compatible with other MagSafe accessories
GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

SUPREME

Available For

SUPREME // MAGCLEAR
No need to remove your case. When it’s time to charge, just
snap on a MagSafe charger, or place it on a Qi-certified
charger. SUPREME // MAGCLEAR uses 100% recycled rare
earth elements in all magnets

MSRP : $ 69.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

SUPREME
SUPREME//CLEAR

SUPREME//PRISM

SUPREME// SOLID

SUPREME// FROST

SUPREME// MAGCLEAR

MSRP : $ 59.95

MSRP : $ 69.95

MSRP : $ 69.95

MSRP : $ 69.95

MSRP : $ 59.95

HEXOTEK

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects
from many common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

: BASED

PROTECT YOUR PHONE.
PROTECT THE PLANET.
Plant-Based Cases
Zero Waste – our FeroniaBio line of cases are
made from renewable-sourced plant-based
materials and have less of a CO2 footprint, than
its petroleum-based equivalent..Impact
Resistant – FeroniaBio features the same
shock-absorption technology used in all
ITSKINS cases.

FERONIABIO

FERONIABIO // TERRA
The first 100% compostable eco-friendly case
with antimicrobial defense and advanced shock
absorbing technology.

MSRP : $ 49.95

PLANT // BASED Made from renewable bio-based
materials derived from corn and wheat starch
COMPOST // READY 100% biodegradable in a composting
environment. Breaks down in as little as 6 months.
GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.
ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.

HEXOTEK

Six - sided drop protection
coupled with honeycomb shock
absorbing technology

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

FERONIABIO

Available For

FERONIABIO // TERRA

FERONIABIO / TERRA powerfully safeguards your phone
with intelligent Drop Safe Protection. Impact is absorbed,
dissipated and repelled by air cushion technology used along
the sides, crowns and the 4 corners of the case . Available in
many colors, FERONIABIO / TERRA is the ultimate
combination : Bio Based, Drop Safe, Slim and Lightweight.

MSRP : $ 49.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Six - sided drop protection
coupled with honeycomb shock
absorbing technology

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

FERONIABIO

FERONIABIO / CLEAR
We’re excited to announce the latest addition to our
FERONIABIO line of plant-based cases - FERONIABIO /
CLEAR. The first 100% clear bio-based case with
antimicrobial defense and advanced shock-absorbing
technology.

MSRP : $ 49.95

ENVIRONMENTALLY // RFRIENDLY
This responsible Bio-based material has less of a CO2
footprint than its petroleum base equivalent.
REDUCE // REUSE
At the end of life, the Bio-TPU in FERONIABIO / CLEAR is
100% recyclable, enabling circularity in manufacturing
and re-use applications
PLANT // BASED
Made from renewable-sourced bio-based materials
CRYSTAL // CLEAR
Our first clear, recyclable case won't turn yellow over time

HEXOTEK

Six - sided drop protection
coupled with honeycomb shock
absorbing technology

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

FERONIABIO

Available For

FERONIABIO // CLEAR

FERONIABIO / CLEAR offers the same premium drop
protection design you can expect from ITSKINS. Our
signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has
been integrated into the interior perimeter of the case, making
it drop safe from up to 3M / 10 Feet. The slim, lightweight
design and raised edges won’t add extra bulk to your iPhone
while it shields against everyday bumps and scratches.

MSRP : $ 49.95

$ 39.95
HEXOTEK

MSRP :

Six - sided drop protection
coupled with honeycomb shock
absorbing technology

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

iPhone 12s Mini
iPhone 12 Mini

iPhone 12s

iPhone 12s Pro

iPhone 12s Pro Max
iPhone 12 Pro Max

ITSKINS INDUSTRIES HONG KONG
RMS 1318-20 Hollywood Plaza
610 Nathan Road Mongkok KLN
HONG KONG
ITSKINS INDUSTRIES CHINA
Building (1-4) No2.YongxingRoad,
Huadong Town, Huadu District,
Guangzhou. China

